INSTRUCTIONS for use

Before using this product you should carefully inspect your rooster’s environment for anything that he may hook his collar on. It is recommended that this collar be used under close supervision for at least the first 10 minutes of use and monitored at least once daily thereafter. Food that is not small enough to easily swallow may present a choking hazard.

1. With your rooster on your lap (facing away from you), use your thumb and index finger to make a ring under the feathers, and sliding your hand toward his face, hold the feathers out of the way. TIP: Use one hand to gently hold your rooster on your lap, and the other to secure the collar.

2. Using the opposite hand, lay one end of the collar on the back of the rooster’s neck and hold it in place with your thumb. It should be positioned low on the neck. TIP: Position your thumb slightly away from the end of the collar so there is enough space for the hook and loop to make initial contact.

3. Without removing your thumb, wrap the collar around and press firmly into place. TIP: Secure the area where the hook and loop initially overlaps as tight as necessary. Then align the rest of the collar and press into place.

4. Check the tightness of the collar. Only the tip of your smallest finger should fit under both the top and bottom edges of the collar. Before setting your rooster down, examine his breathing and give him a moment to become comfortable. Adjust tightness as needed. TIP: Giving your rooster a day to wear the collar more loosely will help him adjust to the sensation of having something on his neck. The first time you tighten it he will likely jump backward and try to get it off. Using treats as a part of your routine will make this a more enjoyable experience for him. As you are tightening his collar take special care to watch him closely, checking on him often at first.

5. From time to time you may need to adjust the fit of his collar to keep it functioning properly. Pay special attention to your juvenile, as the collar will probably need loosening as your cockerel grows.

For additional help, or to answer any questions, please go to our website: www.NoCrowRoosterCollars.com and look up FAQ, or email us through our contact page.